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Sonic and Shadow accidentally caused Chaos Control, which everyone landed up in another game…
Everyone needs to work together to survive this hellhole…
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1 - Chapter 1... When game worlds collide

Chapter one: When game worlds collide...

The story starts when the crew is attacking Eggmans base without any reason
Meanwhile, Sonic and Shadow infiltrated Eggmans base to steal back the chaos emeralds.

Eggman: Yay! Some playmates!
Sonic/Shadow: ...... O_0 WTF...?
Robotnik: Damnit, you two, Kill them!!!

( Some very tiny robots are attacking them )

Sonic: ( Freaks out ) AAAAAAH!!! OMG WERE GOING TO DIE!!11
Shadow: ............... ( kicks the little robots )
Robotnik: So long idiots! ( Runs to Chaos emeralds machine thingey and activates it, still charging)
Shadow kicks accidently little robot into chaos emeralds machine thingy

Machine: OVERLOAD!! OMG!!!
Sonic: Slowmotion: NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!
Robotnik: ...... Damnit...

( Machine explodes causing an EMP )

A few minutes later, Sonic wakes up in a dark, desolated base with power faillure...

Sonic thinking: Where the hell am I?

( Hears feet trippeling )

Sonic: Amy! Tails?! KNUCKLES?!! ANYONE?!?!

Starts to walk, when suddenly he see's a sign.

“UAC Space Corporation”

Sonic: Strange... I never heard of a UAC...?

( Again, hears the feet trippeling... )

Sonic is scared, while turning around, Who's there?!

( Hears a barrel falling, looks in front of him )
( Sonic is seeing a emergency ceiling light dangling, with one side lighted each time...)
Sonic walks on, into another corridor that has a bit of light
He see's another sign, Weapons armory.

Sonic: Weapons...? What the hell...?

( Sonic goes into the weapons armory, when suddenly he is seeing a posture that LOOKS like a
human... )

Sonic cautiously moves to the door and open it very slowly...

Sonic: Eehm... Hello...? ( he ask with some certain fear in his voice )

The posture stands up, then suddenly he is speeding towards sonic, sonic closes his eyes and screams.

Shadow: HEY SONIC!!! LOOK WHAT I FOUND!!

Sonic: Damnit!! Dont you ever scare me like that!

Shadow ignores him keeps rambling about what he has found

Shadow: OMG!! CHECK OUT THIS LITTLE BABY!! ITS A SPAS-12 SHOTGUN, SEMI-AUTOMATIC,
OOEE AND CHECK OUT THE CARBON FIBER BODY..,
( blablablabla)

Sonic: Whatever, do you know where we are?
Shadow: Yeah, were on Mars.
Sonic: Huh...?! No way!
Shadow: Yes way!! =D

Sonic: How do you know were on Mars?!

Points at sign that says”Welcome to Mars”

Sonic: ...Aah....
Shadow: I'll take the shotgun, you never know...
Sonic: Gimme that ( tries to pull the shotgun out of his hands )
Shadow: MINE!!! >=(
Sonic: Chill out, its not like were being attacked by demons and devils that has been unleashed by
negligent people who accidently opent the gates to hell with some artefact...*

* See Doom3... Or Doom the movie... that sucked *

Shadow: ... OMG WHATS THAT!! IT LOOKS LIKE A DEVIL!!!
Sonic: AAAH!! WHERE?!
Shadow: Just kidding...
Amy: Hey guys!
Sonic: AAAAAAAAAAH!! IT IS THE DEVIL, GIMME YOUR SHOTGUN!1
Shadow: Nooo.... ^_^
Amy: Guys, its me!
Sonic: Right... So how did you got here?
Amy: I dont know.
Sonic: Mmmmkay.... moving on....

( The three of them are walking down the creepy corridors when suddenly they hear scary sounds... )

Sonic: EEEEEEK!!
Shadow: Sonic... do you know that you are making a complete fool of yourself and damaging your
reputation as a cool hedgehog...?

Sonic: Your right, where did it come from?
Amy: I think it came over there.... ( Points to dark room )
Sonic: Im not going in there, hell no!
Shadow: “Sigh...” Ok, I'll go first...

( Goes to the room, Amy and Sonic still standing, while Shadow turns on the light even though there is a
power failure... )
Sonic: Hey... How come that there is light while there is a powerfailu-

Shadow: Shuttup... That wasnt so hard now was it? You really need to p.... ( really bad coughs)

Sonic/Amy: WHAT IS IT?!

Shadow: AAAAAAAAAH!! THE SMELL!! I CANT TAKE IT!! Must... breathe... fresh... air!

Sonic takes a look into the room

Sonic: It looks like a bathroom to me, but daaaaaaaamn..... The smell is horrible...

( toilette flushes )

Tails: Hey guys!

Shadow/Sonic/Amy: T_T O_o @_@

Shadow: great...

Sonic: SO IT WAS YOU ALL ALONG?!!

Tails: What...? =(

Sonic: The scary sounds and stuff...?

Tails: Well I shouldent had eaten those burrito's befo-

Sonic: Shuttup...

Again hears of scraping metal, scary sounds...

Sonic: Tails!! I SWEAR TO GOD, IF YOU CRACK ANOTHER ONE, PLEASE WARN BEFOR- ( Is
looking very scared... )

Everyone: What...?

Everyone looks up: OOOOOOOOOH.... MY..... GOOOOOOOOD!!1

Tails: Its a....
Sonic: Its a... a...
Shadow: Its a vending machine...
Tails/Sonic: YAY!!!1ONE
Shadow: T_T

Sonic is running to the vending machine and start throwing money at it.
Nothing happends...

Sonic: GIMME MY CANDY YOU STUPID SON OF A *BEEP*!!1

Suddenly, behind Sonic is a Cherub-like form, lurking in the shadows...

( if you don't know what a cherub is, a cherub is a demon from Doom3, which looks a bit like a bee )

Tails: Sonic!! Behind you!!

Sonic still struggling with the vending machine, then the cherub-like thing attacks Sonic. Sonic turns
around before the Cherub actually hit Sonic.

Sonic: You said something Tails?

Cherub bumps into Sonic, not hurting him or anything.
The bump knocked him out.

Sonic: OMG!! What the hell is that?!

Shadow: It has wings...
Sonic: He has a stinger...
Tails: He is yellow with black stripes...
Sonic: He has a helmet!!! 0_O
Shadow: Its Charmy.... T_T
Sonic/Tails: Nooooooooooooooooooooooooo?! ( sarcastic ) For real?!
Shadow: “Sigh....”

Unknown: Charmy!!!!!!!!!!!! NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!

Shadow: Whoever you are, get your @$$ over here before I come down there and kick your @$$
myself!

Unknown: Ok ok ok, I'm coming...

Tails: Its Vector!!
Shadow: Whoa!! TIME OUT!! Just... What the hell is happening!!!
Vector: I don't know dawg.
Sonic: Well, how come we are on Mars in some creepy eerie base that is deserted?

Tails: According to my calculations, When you and Shadow were attacking Eggmans base, and shadow
kicked one of the robots into the chaos emeralds machine thingy, it must have caused an EMP or
Electro Magnetic Pulse to open
some kind of portal that everyone must have warped them into another game. But the question is... In
what game have we been warped...? And where are the others? Shoot, that 2 questions...

Shadow: Smartass... T_T
Tails brings up a super duper Ã¼ber laptop

Sonic: Where did you got that from?
Tails: E-bay... ^_^
Sonic: The money stupid...
Tails: I sold your house...
Sonic: I DONT HAVE A HOUSE!!!
Tails: In that case, I left them a I O U
Sonic: ~_~
Tails: Anyway, We need some reference to know in which game we landed.
Shadow: I think were in Metal Gear Solid...
Sonic: Hell no, I think were in Soldier of Fortune 2
Vector: I'z is thinking were in da Simz 2 yo...

Everyone: T_T
Vector: Wot? Da Simz 2 is fo' shizzle yo!
Shadow: Stop talking like a retard...
Tails: I need to know the reference, like, did you see anything that could be usefull?

Sonic: I saw a vending machine... So... It must be GTA San Andreas!!
Shadow: YAY!! WERE GONNA KILL PEOPLE AND STEALING CARS AND GET AWAY WITH IT WITH
THE CHEAT “BAGUVIX!!1”

Everyone: ...
Shadow: Sorry....
Sonic: I also noticed a sign that said “UAC Space Corporation”

Tails typed it

Tails: According to this, UAC Space Corporation is on Mars and it belongs to... *gasp*

Everyone: What?!
Tails: Doom3!!!
Shadow: Meaning....?
Tails: Were all going to die!!
Sonic: Well that just sucks....
Vector: Fo' real dawg...
Shadow: Stop talking like a retard!!11

Will they ever get back home safe?!
Will Sonic pay his debt to E-bay?!
Will I ever know why I wrote this stupid story?!

TO BE CONTINUED!!1

( yay... )

2 - Chapter 2... The Chaos Continues...

Part 2: The Chaos Continues…

Tails: So… What are we gonna do now?
Sonic: Well... There's only one thing we can do now...
Shadow: Eat potato-chips and getting drunk?!
Sonic: No...
Shadow: shoot... Im sorry potato-chips...( throws potato-chips in the garbage bin )
Sonic: ... Right, the things we need to do, Find the others, and get the hell outta here!

Vector: Aight...
Tails: By the way.... Where's Amy...?
Sonic: Like I care, I don't miss her...

Shadows getting a daydream...

Shadow: Maria...? Is that you?
Maria: Shaaaadow.... Remember who you are....
Shadow: I cant remember anything...
Maria: Oh... Well, gotta go!
Shadow: Maria! Dont go!! Mariaaaaaaaaaa!!!

Back in real-life, Shadow starts crying

Tails: Shadow, whats wrong?!
Sonic: I bet he's whining about Maria again...

Shadow turns from a sad look to an evil, murderous look.

Shadow: What... Did you say...?
Sonic: Aawh, come on, its been 50 years since she died, get over it!!

Shadow: Dont screw with me!! IM A HEDGEHOG ON THE EDGE!!!1
*points grenade launcher in Sonics face*

Sonic: IM SORRY!!1 I DIDNT MEAN IT!!!!!!!! :'(
Shadow: ^_^
Vector: Aight, enough fooling around yo, We'z gotta find our homie's yo...

The whole group is moving on.

Sonic: Where did you get that grenade launcher anyway...?
Shadow: I smuggled it from the weapons armoury... I hided it.
Sonic: Ooh, so that's what that lump was in your crotch...
Everyone: O_O
Sonic: What...?

Shadow: Sonic... Your gay....
Sonic: No I'm NOT!!
Shadow: Think about it... Ignoring Amy... Looking at my crotch...
Sonic: IM NOT GAY NOW LEAVE ME ALONE!!!1
Shadow: LOL...

There walking down the corridors, when Tails is seeing a map of the entire base.

Tails: Wait, hold up, there's a map.

Looking at map

Tails: I think were near the archaeological dig, where they must found that artefact!
( Nobody pays attention )

Shadow: Hey look, a window! Lets have a peek!!

Shadow is looking outside with vector and Sonic

Sonic: Look, its the Space Colony ARK!
Shadow: Huh...? Is Eggman waving at us?

Tails: Hello!1 ANYONE!! Im trying to figure a out way here!! Some help would be appreciated!!

Rouge: Maybe I can help you boys!!
Shadow: OMG ITS BATGIRL!!

Rouge slaps Shadow

Shadow: Ouch....
Rouge: I'll take a look on that map, lets see... Hmmmm.. eeeh.... I think its.... No... Wait, this must be
the.... Nope... Uhhhhhhhh.... hmmmm. This must be... naah, cant be...

Sonic: DO'H!!! Take a look at that wall over there... What does it say...?
Rouge: Coffeeshop?
Sonic: No... the other wall...
Rouge: It says something like.... Es caa pÃ©... I don't know, I don't know how to read Martians...

Sonic: It says escape, you peanut brain!!
Rouge: Wow, your good in Martians...
Sonic: AAAAAAAAAAAAH!!1
Sonic: By the way, where did you came from...?
Rouge: Well, I woke up her, all alone whenShadow: Aawh, Boohoo...

Rouge slaps Shadow again.

Rouge: When I heard something. I checked it out, and I saw some scientist who were running all over

the place. They were chased by something, but I don't know what it was. It looked like some monsters,
but not any typical monsters. They were all covered in blood and dead body's everywhere! I just run until
I saw you guys.

Sonic: So your not aware of it then...?
Rouge: Aware of what?
Sonic: Tails found out that we are warped into another game. Its all Shadows fault we got here.
Rouge: *gasp!*

Everyone is looking angry at Shadow

Shadow: What?!
Sonic: From which section did you came from?
Rouge: Well, I think it was the archaeological dig.
Bunch of teleporters were there.

Sonic: How far is it?
Rouge: Well, not far, but the whole section was locked down with airtight doors to contain those freaky
monsters.
Tails: So how did you get here then...?
Rouge: I busted those doors...
Shadow: WHAT?! YOU MEAN THOSE DOORS THAT COULD CONTAIN THOSE FREAKS, THAT
YOU DESTROYED THEM?!!1

Rouge: Yeah...
Sonic: Clever girl... So what are we expecting..?

Rouge: Hell...

To be continued!!1

3 - Chapter 3: Hell Unleashed...

Part 3: Hell unleashed...

( The story is getting serious, but there are jokes in them... :P )

Tails: One thing is still bothering me…
Shadow: What? That you are a annoying little bugger?
Tails: No... I mean... If that EMP caused all of us getting here, how come Eggman is save on the Colony
Space ARK...?

Sonic: Good question, Maybe its because the whole base is dark...
Tails: That doesn't make any sense...
Sonic: Your right... Lets get going...
Tails: *Sigh....*
Sonic: Rouge, do you know the way to the archaeological dig?
Rouge: Yeah, its not far from here, but stay in one group, cause I've seen what
those things can do...

There moving on, to the archaeological dig, until some scientist guy runs scared to them.

Sonic: Hey buddy! Do you know whe-

Scientist: AAAAAAAAH!!
Sonic: No, wait!! Stop!!

Shadow catches up with the scientist, puts the shotgun in his face

Shadow: We need answers... Now...
Scientist: No! That information is classified!

Shadow loads the shotgun

Scientist: Ok, ok... I'll tell you... *sigh...* Fifty years ago, some archaeologies found an artefact on the
surface of Mars. They didn't knew what to do with it, until one scientist discovered its true power. The
many opportunity's that could be used. People were able to get to places that weren't seen before! Dr.
Robotnik knew what dangers the artefact possessed, and ordered to destroy it.

Sonic: Wait... Did you said Dr. Robotnik...?
Scientist: Yes...
Shadow: Ivo Robotnik...?
Scientist: No, Gerald Robotnik...
Soinc: I see... So.. then what?

Scientist: Dr. Betruger wanted that artefact. He knew what Gerald wanted to do with the artefact, so dr.
Betruger placed him under arrest for high treason. The charge? Destroying UAC property.Gerald
claimed that the true powers wasn't like anything. Dr. Betruger accused Robotnik to use it for his own
good to take over the world. Robotnik was sentenced the death penalty for high treason. With Robotnik
out of the way, dr. Betruger could do what he desired the most. The quest for knowledge... He soon
unleashed the powers of the artefact and all Hell has broken loose...

Sonic: Wow...
Shadow: That's deep man...
Vector: Word...
Sonic: So now what...?
Scientist: I recommend to get off this base immediately! There are some escape pods in the
archaeological dig sector, but its sealed off. You need to open those doors manually.

Sonic: How to do that?
Scientist: You can do that by going in to the control room, then search for a darkblue computer that says
main control. Deactivate it, then the doors are open. The pods are automatically set to return to earth.

Sonic: Thanks for the info doc!
Scientist: Its no probleeeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!!!1

A hellknight grabbed the scientist by the face and smacked him into the wall. Shadow shoots the
hellknight a few time, then suddenly the hellknight died and vanished in smoke and fire... The scientist
was dead...

( a hell knight is a kickass demon from Doom3, check it out on google or something )

Shadow: Wow, Rouge wasn't kiddin about it...
Sonic: Ok, we need to get the hell outta here!! LETS GOOOO!1

They are running through the corridors to the archaeological dig.

Sonic: There it is!! The main control room!!
Tails: Leave it to me!!
Shadow: Don't screw up...

After a few minutes Tails opened the airlock doors to the archaeological dig escape pods.

Sonic: Right, now lets get going!!
Shadow: Wait... Whats over there...?

*grunt*
Everyone: KNUCKLE'S!!
Sonic: Damn dude, you look like shoot...
Knuckle's: There were so many of them...
Tails: Who...?
Knuckle's: Freaks... I tried to bash some of them, but its like there not hurt or anything...

Shadow: Because you hit like a girl...
Knuckle's: Whatever... So what the hell is happening here?

The whole story is explained to Knuckle's, including what the scientist said.

Knuckle's: Aah, well, that just sucks!

Tails: Eeh... Guys..?

Sonic: What...?
Tails: Did that scientist said anything about time activated airlock doors?
Sonic: Time activated...?
Tails: Yeah, we've got 15 min before the whole base goes into quarantine mode...
Shadow: shoot... Looks like we need to find a shortcut, we'll never make it in time with this rate...

Tails: We can go through the air ventilation system.
Sonic: Enough time wasted guys, lets go!!

To be continued!

4 - Chapter 4... F.U.B.A.R...

Part 4: F.U.B.A.R... (F*cked Up Beyond All Reality )

Tails: We need to find a way to the air ventilation shaft.
Knuckle's: You can also use maintains shafts.
Sonic: Maintains shaft?
Knuckle's: Yeah, I heard some guy talking about it, escaping through those shafts before he was brutally
murdered by a dog like thing with mechanical rear legs...

Sonic: What?! More of these things?!
Knuckle's: Yeah...
Sonic: So were are those maintains shafts?
Knuckle's: They were used for engineers to maintain the base.
Shadow: Lets get going...
Rouge: Wait, how do you know its safe there?
Shadow: You just have to risk your furry butt to get out alive here!!

Rouge slaps shadow again...

Rouge: Ok... lets go...

They all stand for the door that provides entrance to the shaft.

Shadow: Wait... Sonic, you open the door...
Sonic: Why...?
Shadow: Cause if there is something, then I'm able to shoot it...
Sonic: Sounds logical...
Shadow: And its because I'm way cooler then you and cant be missed...
Sonic: what?
Shadow: Just open the damn door!!

Sonic is opening the door...

Everyone: *gasp!!!1*

Shadow: Who the hell is that?

Vector is walking towards the guy... Its Espio!! Espio, you allright?!

No response...
Espio is in bad shape. He is coverd with bruises and wounds.

Shadow: Vector, carry him, we leave no man behind
Sonic: Oh, thats corny, you took that line from Toy Story!
Shadow: Shuttup!!

They cautiously moving trough the shaft. After a while, they are seeing the end of the shaft. Shadow
crawls trough the vent...

Shadow: Its ok guys... You can come out!

When everybody got out of the vent, Espio is regaining.

Vector: Espio! He is regaining! You okay dawg?!
Sonic: Esp! What happend to you?!
Espio: I don't know what happend... The first thing I remember was that I was in some strange room...
Then... Suddenly I heard screaming all over the place...
People were running towards me, followed by strange things. I saw people dieing, in a horrible way. I
was trying to get away, or at least defend myself, but those things were so strong, I wasn't able to
defend myself...

Tails noticed that he has cuts all over his arm and shoulders.

Tails: Let me see those wounds...
Tails: Those look bite wounds!
Espio: Nah... Its nothing...
Tails: You sure...?
Espio: Yeah...

They are all running on, to the archaeological dig sector.

Tails: We have to hurry, those doors close in less then 4 min!

Shadow: Stop. Hold up...
Tails: We have no time for that!
Shadow: Ssh... Did you heard that...?

( Awfull silence... )

Rouge: What?! ( she ask with fear! )

Shadow farts...

Everyone: O_0

Rouge slaps Shadow 3 times

Shadow: Thought it was funny!

Running on, again, shadow...

Shadow: Wait... Did you heard that?!
Sonic: Not again...
Shadow: No for real...
Tails: Yeah I heard it too...

Then suddenly the shaft was torn apart by 4 hellknights!

Sonic: OMG!! *girly scream* Shoot them Shadow!!
Shadow: I cant! I'm out of ammo!!
Sonic: Use your grenade launcher!!
Shadow: Good thinking!! *throws grenade launcher at hellknight*
Sonic: *Sigh...* Go get them Tails!!
Tails: What...?!
Sonic: Your PokÃ©balls!! USE THEM!!!
Tails: PIKACHU!! I CHOOSE YOU!!11

Pika: PIKA PIKA MOTHERF *beep* ER!!1

Pikachu got squashed by hellknight.

Sonic: Okaaaaaaaaay… Eehm… you know what..?
All: What?!
Sonic: RUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUN!!11

They cant shake those hellknights off, cause those things are fast too...

Sonic: We cant shake those things off! Those things are fast too!!
Shadow: Naaaah, you cant be serious.... T_T
Tails: Look, over there! * points at torn apart computer*

Rouge: So what?
Tails: We can fry those son of a b *beep* ches!!
All: O_0
Sonic: Tails...
Tails: What? Shadow taught me to talk like a cool guy...
Sonic: Whatever, just do it!

Shadow and sonic is keeping the hellknights busy, while Tails makes a puddle of oil leaked out of one of
the vehicle's.

Tails: Ready! Lure them to the puddle and get out of there!

Knuckle's: NOW!!

Tails puts an electric wire into the puddle, which caused a spark and set the puddle on fire. Hellknights
died.

Tails: Yay!
Vector: You'z is da bomb yo!
Shadow: STOP.... TALKING.... LIKE... RETARD!!!!!!1
Vector: I aint talking like a retard yo, Its gangsta dog!1
Shadow: WHAT?!!!
Vector: Sorry...

Quarantine mode activated! System shutdown!

Tails: shoot... Were to late...
Vector: Aint that a dog...

To be continued!!

5 - Chapter 5: Truth and Reconcilation…

Part 5: Truth and Reconcilation…

Shadow: So… What… The hell are we supposed to do now?!
The whole base is in quarantine mode, sealed of every exit, and were stuck here with those damn freak
monsters!!! I CANT TAKE THIS shoot NO MORE!!!!!

Sonic: Chill out man, its not taking that long... ( whispers to tails ) Tails... How long does it take...?

Tails: Six hours...
Sonic: WHAT?!! SIX HOURS?!! Aawh, this is just great... Just freakin' great!!
Tails: Maybe we can overrun the quarantine time manually...
Shadow: What the hell is that supposed to mean smart @$$...?
Sonic: CHILL OUT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! JUST CHILL OUT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

All: 0_o

Shadow: okay.....
Sonic: Ahem... continue Tails...
Tails: Well, the procedure to do a quarantine mode is only necessary when there is a emergency or
something. Like example, when gas is leaking, the computer mainframe will pick it up and automatically
seal off all entrances so that the gas cant escape.

Sonic: Meaning...?
Tails: Meaning... that someone or something should be on this base to control all those actions. I'm sure
that there is a way out, no doubt about it. In case of an emergency, they would take good care of there
own staff. The only question is.. How to reach those guys...?

Sonic: Well, there's a phone over there

Shadow runs to the phone and is making a phone call.

Shadow: Hello...? Yeah I would like a pepperoni pizza with extra cheese! ^_^
Shadow: How much?!!! Ok... No tip for you mister...
Shadow: Eeh, you can deliver it at the UAC Space Corporation.
Shadow: Where that is...? Well, its on Mars!
Shadow: Hello...? Hello?!!! HELLO!!!1

All: ~_~
Shadow: What?! Im hungry!
Sonic: Stop screwing around, Tails, can you try to figure it out who is controlling everything?

Tails: Sure, hang on.

A few moments later, Tails managed to find out.
Tails: I think we have a problem guys...
Sonic: Why?

Tails: Dr. Betrugar is in charge of the computer mainframe.
Shadow: Wait... THE Dr. Betruger, where that scientist told about?
Tails: Yup...
Sonic: We need to find him.
Tails: I think I get it now...
Shadow: What?
Tails: I think this whole thing happend on purpose...
Sonic: What do you mean...?
Tails: Well... Think about it... Gerald Robotnik being executed, Betruger who is in charge of the whole
computer mainframe... I mean, why would he locked down the whole base while his own people were
still working there at the time of the accident...?

Knuckle's: Well, maybe he wanted some entertainment, it gets boring here you know...

All: ~_~
Tails: The point is, we HAVE to find that guy, otherwise we wont get here out alive...

Sonic: Tails, you have your laptop right? Cant you hack into the network of this base?

Tails: I don't know, I can try but...

Tails try to hack into the mainframe

Rouge: Knuckle's... If we don't make it out here alive, I just wanted you to know that I always liked you...

Knuckle's: Tell me something I don't know...

Rouge slaps Knuckle's

Tails: Shoot! I cant get into it, all those data are decoded...
Sonic: ITS A CONSPIRACY!! BILL GATES IS BEHIND ALL THIS!!!!!!1
Vector: You'z a buster homie... I'z tinking, maybe ya'll get back to that weapon armoury and strap yo self
with a piece homie. Then we'll ice those fools!!

Shadow: When you'z keep talking like a retard, I'z gonna pop yo green @$$ yo!!

...
Shadow: shoot, now im talking like that...
Vector: Aight!! Shadow's fo' real ya'll.
Shadow: SHUTTUUUUUUP!!1
Sonic: By the way, Hows Espio?
Vector: He'z shivering all the way...
Sonic: We need to take care of him!
Vector: No way Homez!! You aint popping my dawg!!
Sonic: No stupid, I mean medical treatment...
Vector: Aight, it'z cool... If he'z still shivering, I'z gonna sell him, his horn on tha face is vibrating, itz good
fo' tha doges yo if ya'll know what i'z meaning! *chuckle's*

All: ~_~

Shadow: So... Try to use the phone to contact someone...

Sonic: Ok...
Sonic goes to the phone

Sonic: Hello Batman! This is commissioner Gordon, We have a situation!
Shadow: Stop it!! You stupid hedgehog!1 Gimme that!!

Shadow yanks the phone out of his hands, Sonic is looking a bit sad...

Shadow: Lets see, there are a few numbers written here... But no names. Lets try this one...

Shadow: Yes, hello, Shadow speaking. We've got a little situation here. Were all stuck on this base with
monster from hell on the loose, and the whole base is sealed off, 2 of us are missing, There names are
Amy Rose and Charmy Bee, but we cant find them. We need to get off this base immediately, and were
in need of medical treatme- What was that? Oh ok...

Sonic: What did he say?
Shadow: He puts me on hold...
Sonic: Oh God...
Shadow: Nice waiting tune though ( Shadow start headbanging )
All: Sigh...

A few minutes later

Shadow: Uhuh... Yeah... Okidoki, got ya, buhbye! ^_^
Sonic: So...? What did he say?

Shadow: It was a she...
Sonic: I DONT GIVE A shoot WHO THAT WAS, JUST TELL ME WHAT THEY SAID!!!
Shadow: Well, We need to go to the 3rd floor, follow the first corridor, then take a left, another left and
then to the right, go straight and then at the first turn to the left. There is the whole mainframe computer
thingy.

Sonic: Ok... Lets get going... Again...

________________________________________________________
To be continued!!

6 - Chapter 6... Live another day...

Part 6 - Live another day…

Sonic: Lets get going, to the bat-mobile!!
All: ~_~
Sonic: Okaaaaaay... just go....

There all walking up the stairs, following the route that Shadow got through when he called for help.
After a few moments they reach there destination, but Knuckle's is wondering off...

Knuckle's: Hey guys... Check this out... The girls bathroom... ^_^ And there's a peeping hole!!

Sonic/Shadow/Vector: *gasp!*

All four of them, exited, pushing each others to see through that hole

Tails: Guys... The base is deserted... Remember?
Sonic: Damnit... DAMN YOU BETRUGER!!

Moving on to the mainframe computer room.

Finally, they get there. Sonic is opening a door, just a bit so that he can look what's going on in there.

Sonic: Wow, there's an AI chick in there!
Knuckle's: OMG WHERE, IM GONNA TOUCH HER BOOBIE'S!!1 ^_^
Sonic: Wait... There's someone with her...
Shadow: Ok... On three.....
Tails: One...
Shadow: THREE!!!1

They bust the door open. The guy scared the hell outta him.

Sonic: FREEZE SUCKER!!
All: ~_~
Guy: You fools! You cant make me do something!!
Sonic: Like what..?
Guy: I don't know...

The whole group starts to walk in.

Sonic: WHO ARE YOU?!! ( Sonic is trying to sound threatening )
Guy: Eeh... Eeeeeeeeeh... I'm mr. Smith
Sonic: Oh ok, I'm Sonic and thats my evil twin Shadow who is 50 years older then me! ^_^
Shadow: What the hell...? You've lost it Sonic...
Rouge: Wait a sec... He is not mr. Smit, its dr. Betruger!
Guy: No, eeh no... I'm not... Sonic, nice hairdo you got ^_^

Rouge: I'm telling you, its Betruger!!
Sonic: Shush Rouge, let the nice man talk ^_^
Guy: You're scaring me!! AAAAAAAH!!
Shadow: How do you know its him?
Rouge: ITS HIS NAMETAG!!!!!
Sonic: Oh... Well in that case. Its over Betruger!!
Betruger: Shoot...
Tails: Why did you unleashed those monsters in the first place?
Betruger: Well... I was always being made fun off... I had great idea's to improve the world. Like giant
tomatoes and potato's so that the world wouldn't starve anymore!

Sonic: So you unleashed those monsters for your revenge...?
Betruger: Yes... And I would have gone away with it if it weren't for you meddling kids!

Shadow: Again with the corny lines... Sheesh...
Sonic: Ok... So we need to get off this base, How to do?
Betrugar: Just jump into space...

Shadow is scraping this knuckles and makes a fist...

Shadow: Stop talking gibberish! I've got enough of this shoot!
Betruger: Make me!

Shadows getting angry, angrier the he was ever before!

Shadow takes of Betruger shoe's and starts tickle him under his foot.

Betruger: You fool... Cant you see you cant make me?!
Shadow: shoot, I've given all my power, still nothing!
Knuckles: Let me try...

Knuckle's taking of his shoe, and throws it to Betrugers head.

Betruger: Mwuahahahahaha!! YOU FOOLS!
Knuckle's Thats it!!1

Knuckle's put his bare foot into Betrugers mouth.

Betruger: *cough* vomit* aaaaaaaaaaaaaargh!!1 *silence*
Rouge: Dude... I think you killed him...
Sonic: Ooh well... Hey, check out that AI chick!

Vector/Knuckle's/Sonic/Shadow: OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOEH!1 PWETTY!!

Knuckle's: I wanna touch her boobies!!
Tails: Its a hologram stupid...
Knuckle's: Aawwh....
Sonic: Hey AI chick, Do you know how to get off this base?
AI Chick: Yes.

Sonic: Ok... Tell me....
AI Chick: No.
Sonic: Why?
AI chick: Thats why
Sonic: Hey, that's not a good reason!
AI Chick: ....

Tails: Hey, there's an radio in here!
Shadow: Alright!! We can put up some tunes!
Vector: Aight!! Make sure you'z putting Gangzsta.FM on yo'!
Shadow: FO' ReAL HOMIE!!
Tails: No stupid... Not a normal radio, the one you can communicate with....
Vector: Suckz yo...
Shadow: Fo' real....
Tails: Yankee Doodle Tango-Alpha 392 to Delta-Echo 223:
Radioguy: We read you Tango-Alpha 392.
Tails: YES!! It works!!
Radioguy: Come again Tango-Alpha 392?
Tails: Never mind, We need an immediate evac, repeat, immediate evac. Location of our position:
Archaeological dig, sector 23,
Coordinates: 234 degrees longitude, 32-311 southwest. Sector cleared, Need medical attention.

Radioguy: Roger that Tango-Alpha 392. Evac is starting, over.

Tails: Copy that Delta-Echo 223. Hurry up guys! Tango-Alpha 392 out.

All: O_0 What the....?!
Shadow: Wow, never thought that Tails was getting us out of here...

To be continued!!

( Spoiler: Story is far from over... )

7 - Chapter 7... Evac...

Part 7: Evac

Sonic: So… What are we gonna do until they come?
Shadow: Ghost story's!!
All: Naaaaah....

Shadow ignores them

Shadow: Ok, I'll start.
All: ~_~
Shadow: On a dark... eeh... night... When all lights were out... Some scary things came... I punched
them all!! And Shadow saved the day!! The end!

Tails: Wow, good one!! ( claps like an idiot )
All: ~_~
Knuckle's: That sucked donkey butt...
Shadow: Why don't you try it, its hard you know!! ( looking pissed at knuckle's )
Knuckle's: Ok... Once, on a dark day... I was watching over the Master Emerald...

( long silence )
All: -_- .........

Sonic: So then what?
Knuckle's: Nothing... I just watch over the Master Emerald...
All: DO'h!! O_0
Rouge: Ok, enough with the stupid ghost story's...
Tails: Wait, I receive a message!

Radioguy: Station Six lockdown, prepare for evac..
Sonic: Were saved!!!!!!!!!!!!! WHOOPEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ( does chickendance )
All: ~_~

They run aboard the evacuation ship, the pilots and the crew looked a bit weird then they saw 2
hedgehogs, a fox, a bat, chameleon, an echidna and a crocodile... But no questions were asked...

Shadow: Ok, lets get out of here guys!
Tails: JUST WAIT ONE GOSHDARN MINUTE HERE!!!!!!!!
Sonic: Hell no, were saved dude!!!!
Tails: No...
All: WHAT?!!
Tails: I just realized something...
All: WHAT?!!!!!!!!!

Tails: Well, those escape pods were returning to earth right...?
All: Yes!!!!!!! ^_^
Tails: But which earth is that...? The Doom3 Earth, or “our” Earth if you know what I mean... Either way,
if we are going back to earth now, then it wouldn't be our world from where we came from...

Shadow: ... Damn your annoying... Stop being an smart @$$...
Tails: In order to get back to our “real” world, we need the chaos emeralds to warp back! So whatever it
is, the answer is in that UAC Research Base...

Shadow: Hell no, I'm NOT going back in there!!!
Tails; What, your chickenshoot? ( makes chickennoises )
Shadow: If you don't stop being an smart @$$, I'll strangle you with you tails...

Sonic: So we need to get back...?
Tails: Yeah...
Sonic: shoot... =(
Shadow: So what do we have to do?
Tails: I think that the chaos emeralds must be in the base somewhere, we need to find it. Like Rouge
said, there were some teleporters in the archaeological dig sector.

Sonic: Its a never ending story...

They apologize to the nice rescue men and headed back to the base.

Vector: Like I'z said, We'z need to get to tha weapon armoury and strap yo self with some pieces. Then
we'z gonna pop those bustah'z yo!!

Sonic: Sigh... Im with you Vector...
Vector: Aight, straight up home'z!
Shadow: Stop it Vector...

Vector: No way home'z, itz my lifestyle dawg!
Shadow: By the way, where's Espio...?
Sonic: I don't know, he was here a few minutes ago...
Shadow: Look, there he is! ^_^

Espio is not responding

Vector: Hurry up dawg! You'z slow!

Espio still not responding...

Sonic: Whats up with him...?
Rouge: I guess he's a zombie...
Shadow: What...?
Rouge: Well, he got bitten, so he turns into one of them, I've seen it in Dawn of the Dead...

Espio then suddenly attacks Vector without any warning, Vector see he's attacking but managing to
block him before Espio could do anything.
Vector is throwing Espio over his shoulder, carrying the way down.

Vector: Yo, wassup homez?! You down again?!
Espio: GRRRRRRRRRRRRRRAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAG!!11
Vector: Aight, you'z straight!

All: O_0

Rouge: You should kill him before he can do any harm to us...
Vector: Naah, he aint no bustah, fool!
Shadow: Kill him now, otherwise were all dead!!
Vector: Up yours homez! You aint never turning yo back against yo posse!!
Shadow: Then I'll do it...

Espio managed to free himself from the grasp of Vector, he starts running all over the place, searching
for a good spot to attack.

Vector: Espio?! Wot tha frack yo?! You'z a buster!! Whack `em Shadow!! Ice him!!
Shadow: With what?
Vector: You need to be strapped yo!

Gives a water gun to Shadow

Shadow: What the hell?! Its a water gun!!
Vector: Well, My momma sayz I aint carrying a real one yo...
Shadow: Wannebe...
Vector: Gimme that piece, I'll ice him myself!

Shoots water at Espio

Vector: Wot?! He aint dead!1
Shadow: Thats because he already is, dickhead... T_T

Tails: WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIT!!!1
Sonic: What?!
Tails: Got a cure for Espio!!

Tails brings out a sedating rifle wich contains the medicine: anti-zombeezeÂ®

Commercial: ZomBeeze, for all your undead problems ^_^

Shadow: Gimme that!

Shadow shoots Espio with the rifle. Espio falls down... unconscious.

Sonic: Wow.
Knuckle's: Where did you get that from?
Tails: I was smart enough to take some of the supplies from the vessel...

All: Aah...
Sonic: So... got any food with ya too...? Cause I'm starved...
Tails: Yup, Powder flavoured chilidogs, just add water!
Knuckle's: Where do you get water,
Tails: Well, I've got a bag of fresh wate- O_0

Shadow is pissing on the powder, then a HUGE chilidog magically appears...

Shadow: Hmm, tastes good, wants some?! ^_^
All: NOOOOOOOOOO! ( eew )

Knuckle's: Gross...

Everyone got there chilidogs eventually

Sonic: Hey Knuckles, did you that chilidogs were made from dogs?
Knuckles: *hurl* runs away
Sonic: Yay! More for me!

Vector: Enough fooling around yo, Tails my dawg, wassup next?
Tails: We need to find the Chaos Emeralds, then were able to warp back home.

Vector: Sounds aight, so where to?
Rouge: My jewel senses tingling!!
Tails: Where to?!
Rouge: Up there, to the 5th floor! I can smell them... Must get my preciousssssh.....

All: Wtf.... 0_o

Knuckles: I thought you were the serious one...
Rouge: That's because I'm pulled down to your stupidity! ^_^
Knuckles: You mean all of them right? Cause every one is doing stupid...

Rouge: Naah, just you...
Knuckles: Shuttup batgirl.
Rouge: Hey, guess what...?
Knuckles: What?!
Rouge: I'm gonna steal your Master Emerald again!!
Knuckles: ~_~

Shadow: STOP YOUR BLABBERING!!!!!!!!!!

To be continued!!!

8 - Chapter 8... What the Hell?!

Part 8: What the hell…?

Sonic: Do we really need to climb those stairs? I'm tired!
Shadow: Stop whining Sonic...
Vector: Yeah, quit yo dogin!

They walk all the way up to the 5th floor, when suddenly:

Tails: Where were you guys? We've been waiting for 15 min!
Sonic: Huh...?
Rouge: We took the elevator...
Sonic: Oh...

There walking on to the room, where the chaos emeralds are.
( I'm not intending to do a boring search for the emeralds! Period! )

( There all whispering )
Rouge: Wait... stop, there's something in there...
Shadow: Potato-chips?! ^_^
Rouge: ... No, it looks something like a dog...
Knuckles: I'll take a look... *gasp* ( whispers )

Tails: What is it...?
Knuckles: Its those dog like thing with mechanical rear legs... I've seen them before...
Shadow: shoot, we need to get in though...
Sonic: How, we don't have any weapons...
Shadow: Its simple, just send Tails in there, they will attack him while we can sneak in and grab those
emeralds... ^_^

Tails: no way...
Shadow: Yes way! =D
Sonic: Naah...
Tails: Pheeww....
Shadow: shoot...
Rouge: I think we will have to beat them by hand...
Knuckles: What?! Are you insane?! That thing will eat me alive!
Rouge: Naah, They don't eat junfood
Knuckles: 0_o
Rouge: Knuckles, you go in...
Knuckles: What?!! HELL NO!!

The dog like things are noticed that they are standing them!
( By the way, “the dog like things” are called a Pinkey demon, Check it out on google if you want to
know how they look like )

Shadow: Whoopdidoo Knuckles... Way to go... -_Knuckles: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH!!!!!!

The pinky demons are running towards the group... Bursting the door and the wall. Vector is shooting
them with his water gun.

Vector: Die!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sonic: Try to use the Chaos Emeralds remotely!
Shadow: Time for... Hyper Shadow!! ^_^
Sonic: Time for... Super Sonic!
Tails: Time for... Super Tails!
All including pinkey demons: O_o
Tails: What...? =(

Shadow: Charging up.....
Sonic: Wait... Somethings not right here...!!!
Shadow: Sonic, I feel it too...!!
Sonic: It backfired!!!!!! AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH!!1

*zap*

Shadow: Aawh... My head...
Sonic: Yeah, what you said.
Shadow: So were are we, not in another game are we.? Its all hot and sweaty here...

Sonic: Tails, can you find out where we are? .... Tails? Tails?!

Shadow: Looks like were the only one here...
Sonic: Hey, a sign! ^_^
Shadow: OMG WHERE?!!
Sonic: Welcome.... to heck...?
Shadow: Heck..? What the hell is that supposed to mean?

Suddenly a deep voice is heard.

Deep voice: Mwuahahahahaa.... Welcome, mr Anderson and miss Smith...
Shadow: O_o
Deep voice: Wait... Who are you...?
Sonic: Im Sonic and that my evil twin Shadow! ^_^
Shadow: Faker...
Deep voice: I wasn't expecting you...? * checks calendar *
Sonic: So... what is this place...?
Deep voice: Its Heck!!!1
Shadow: Don't you mean hell...?
Deep voice: No... Heck...
Shadow: How come that there is fire all over the place?
Deep voice: Tourist attraction...
Shadow: Ah I see...
Deep voice: What are you doing here...?
Sonic: Well, we were warped into another game, Doom3 because of my evil twin,

Shadow: What the...
Sonic: The base is crawling with monsters, did you unleashed them?
Deep voice: Yes...
Sonic: Why?
Deep voice: I felt like it...
Sonic: Oh ok, can you take them back?
Deep Voice: Yeah sure! ^_^
Shadow: Fo' real?!
Deep voice: Nope... >=)
Sonic: Well, we tryed, lets go home and eat some pie!
Shadow: No Sonic... No pie...
Sonic: Then we are already doomed...
Deep voice: You know what...? I like you aquarats, I'll play a game with you...
Sonic: What?! I'm no aquarat!
Shadow: Yes... You are... What game do you wanna play?
Deep voice: Monopoly...
Shadow: No!
Deep voice: Eeh... Poker?
Shadow: No...
Deep voice: Then what...?
Shadow: Cluedo...
Deep voice: Ok... But if you loose... You must suffer for all eternity's! Mwuahahahahahaha!!

Shadow: Sounds good to me, I already suffer by going with Sonic...

Sonic: What...?

Shadow: Anyway, if we win, you'll get ALL of those things out of that base...
Deep Voice: Sure, I'll take that bet... >=)
Shadow: Lets do it, Sonic, You keep outta this, your too stupid for these kind of things..
Sonic: Okidoki! ^_^

Shadow: Lets go dog!
Deep voice: Bring it on...!

They start. Setting up the board... Questioning who has killed dr. Black. A fierce thinking battle has
begun... Half an hour later...

Shadow: YES!! IT WAS MR. TWEETLES IN THE TOPLESS NUDIE BAR WITH A CHICKENGUN!!!!!!!!1

Deep Voice is looking in the black bag in the centre of the play board

Deep voice: Damnit...
Shadow: Yay! I've won! Now bring those monsters back!
Deep voice: Ok ok... =(
Sonic: Yay We've won!!
Shadow: No... I won...
Sonic: Shoot...
Shadow: Ok, bring us back were we came from...

Deep voice: That wasn't part of the deal...
Shadow: Do I need to kick your @$$ again with Cluedo?!!
Deep voice: No...
Shadow: Then us back! PRONTO!!1
Deep voice: Ok.... =(

*zap*

Deep voice: All I wanted was a playmate...

Back to the UAC Space Corporation base, All Those monsters are dead!

Rouge: Where were you guys?
Sonic: We were in heck! ^_^
Shadow: Didn't liked it there, was to hot...
Knuckles: Hey look, Espio is regaining!

Espio barks

All: WTF?!

Rouge slaps Espio on the head, Espio still barking, Rouge slaps him again, continues for a while.

Knuckles: I think you broke him...

Shadow: Slap him again! Its funny! ^_^

Rouge slaps shadow

Espio: What...? Where am I...?
Vector: Yo Ezpio!! `Sup my dawg?!
Espio: YO VECTOR?! WAS-UP?!!!1
Vector: I'z knew you aint no bustah homez! ( tears )
Espio: Nah fool, I aint never turning my back against me posse yo!
Shadow: Great... More retardedness...
Tails: Eehm guys?
Vector: Wot?
Tails: Things are great and all but eeh... We have to get out of here...
Sonic: Aight... Lets go homez:
Vector/Espio: He'z fo' real ya'll!!
Shadow: *Sighs...*

To be continued!!

( Spoiler, 2 chapters left... )

9 - Chapter 9... Beware of the Pinky's!

Part 9… Beware of the Pinky's!

( This is a long one, So grab a cup of tea and some biscuits ^_^

Sonic: Hmm… Where's the exit?
Tails: Well, I saw it on the map, I'll take a look again.
Shadow: You still got the chaos emeralds, Rouge?

Rouge is petting the emeralds.

Shadow: Rouge! Stop being silly!

Rouge slaps Shadow

Shadow: WHATS WITH THE SLAPPING!!!!1 I ALWAYS GET SLAPT FOR NO REASON!!!!1

Rouge slaps Shadow again

Shadow: Aawh...

Tails: Ok, I think I've found the exit...
Sonic: Where?

Tails: Look for a sign that says Exit...

All: -_-

After searching 4 hours for the sign, Sonic is noticing that the sign was in front of him the whole time.

Sonic: Found it! ^_^
Tails: Great job!!
Shadow: What?! It was me that took care of all those monsters!! AND SONIC GETS THE CREDIT FOR
FINDING A STUPID SIGN???!!!!!!!!!
Sonic: Yup! ^_^
Shadow: OOOOOOOOOOWh... Thats it!! THATS IT!!!!!! I'M FED UP WITH YOU!! I CANT TAKE THIS
shoot NOMORE!!1

Rouge: Chill out Shadow...
Shadow: NO!! I WONT JUST “CHILL OUT”!!
YOU GUYS CAN GO TO HELL!!!!!!!!!!!1
ALL OF YOU!!!!!!1

Rouge : Eeh... Shadow...?
Shadow: WHAT?!!!!!!!1

Rouge slaps Shadow again...

Shadow: Ya know what...? Im outta here, cya!!
Sonic: No, We need you!
Shadow: Like I give a shoot...
Sonic: Potato-chips...?
Shadow: No...
Sonic: Two bags of potato-chips...?
Shadow: No...!
Sonic: Three....?

Shadow finally got fed up with Sonic. Shadow grabs Sonic by his neck and is lifting him up, Sonic almost
chokes.

Rouge: Wow, I think he's serious...
Shadow: DAMN STRAIGHT I AM!!!!!!

Shadow is getting a daydream again...

Maria: Dont choke him, you @$$!
Shadow: Maria... Is that you?
Maria: Yeah its me... Put Sonic down... Its not worth it...
Shadow: I have nothing to loose...
Maria: Just put him down...
Shadow: No... He deserves it...
Maria: DO I HAVE TO POP OUT OF MY GRAVE TO KICK YOUR @$$?!!!!

Shadow: No...
Maria: Then put him down... ^_^
Shadow: *Sigh...* Ok...

Sonic was put down, gasping for air.

Shadow: Haha, Sonic, you're all blue because you almost choked!
Sonic: I'm a natural blue stupid.
Shadow: I saw Maria again...
Tails: What did she said?
Shadow: She begged me not to kick Sonics @$$..
Sonic: No, thats not true...
Shadow: Offcourse it is, now shuttup.
Rouge: We should get going guys, I dont like this place...
All: No.... Really?!
Sonic: Its because it was infested with scary things, otherwise this place isnt so bad...

Espio: Right... Just... Move on...

They are walking to the exit sign, still, they need to cross a bridge to an other base. Some pinky demons
are blocking the way on the other side...

Shadow: Hey... How can that be...?
All: What?

Shadow: There are still monsters!
Sonic: Well... You said all the monsters from THIS base, not the other base..

Shadow gets a flashback

Shadow: Anyway, if we win, you'll get ALL of those things out of that base...

Flashback ends...

Shadow: Shoot...
Tails: Espio, you go first!
Espio: Why?!
Tails: Because you are already bitten, they wont bite the same guy twice!
Espio: Good point, stay with me.

Espio is walking on while the rest of the group make footstep noises so that Espio is thinking that they
are behind him...

Espio: Guys, there are a bunch of those things, we need to elliminate them.
Espio: Guys...?
Espio: Guys.................?

Pinky demons are looking hungry at Espio...

Espio: Eeh.... Nice demons... Down boy...

Espio was attacked by the pinky demons...

Tails: Whoa... I need to re-think my theories...

Shadow: Who needs tv when you have that?
*looking at Espio that was being attacked*

Rouge: Shouldent we help him?

Sonic is picking his nose
Sonic: Huh...? Yeah, whatever you said...
Shadow: *Sigh...* Okay, we'll help him...

Few minutes later the pinky's are dead.
( Dont ask how, its because Shadow farted on them )

Espio: Uurgh.... *Cough*
Vector: Espio, you'z ok dawg?!
Espio: Well except that my left arm was almost torn apart and that I'm bleeding like an idiot, I'm ok...

Rouge: We need to kill him, or find a cure...

Shadow puts up the sedating rifle again.

Espio: Aawh man... Again..?
Tails: Uhuh...
Espio: I hate my life...

Shadow shoots him with a sedating dart.

Espio: AAAAAH!! What the hell?! Those things are painfull!!
*Looks down*
Espio: AAAAAAAH!! YOU SHOT ME IN MY BUTT!!!
Shadow: ^_^
Tails: I think its not working...

Shadow shoot some more darts..
Espio is screaming like a pig.

A few minutes later...

Tails: Its still not working...

Shadow shoots alot more darts then before. Looking at Espio, he is coverd with darts all over his body...

Espio: I think... Its my birthday.... Aunt Nicole!! Wheres.... My present...? I sir... Challenge you... to... a

dual.... *passes out*

Shadow: Yay! He's cured!!
Vector: ( to Espio ) I'm sorry dawg, Thiz just had ta happen ya know, Otherwise you'z would biten me'z
in tha neck yo! I'll carry you'z, I aint no bustah...

Shadow: Ok... Lets move...

They cross over the bridge and find out there's a monorail that leads to the exit... They all got onboard
the monorail.

Sonic: I'm still wondering... Where Amy and Charmy could be. We havent heard of them since Chapter
2...

Shadow: I think there both dead...
Sonic: *Sniff*
Knuckles: Its ok buddy... I miss them too...
Sonic: No... I was sniffing up a booger...
Knuckles: O_o
Tails: Lets see if this monorail works...

Tails managed to get the monorail started. They are all enjoying the view while the monorail transport
them to other bases. They see that the monorail makes a stop at base 2,3 and 4

Shadow: Hey, look, its Eggman and his Eggpod! ^-^
All: O_o

Sonic: Look at the view... Its... Its stupid.
Shadow: Yeah, its so dull... Nothing but dust and rocks.

They arrive at base 2, but somehow the monorail accelerates...
They are speeding through the base.

Monorail computer Voiceover: You are now entering... Base 2: PowerPlant
Sonic: What the hell is happening?!
Shadow: Wheeeeeeee!!1 This is fun!!
All: O_o

Tails: This is not good..
All: You're kidding?!! ( sarcastic )

Monorail computer Voiceover: You are now entering... Base 3: Research

Again the monorail doesnt stop. It goed faster and faster...

Knuckles: OMG WERE GONNA DIE!!1
Rouge: Why? We survived the whole way here...
Knuckles: IVE COME THIS FAR TO GET KILLED IN A MONORAIL ACCIDENT?!!!

Sonic: Looks like it...

Knuckles: Shoot...

Then suddenly, the monorail arrives in base 4, but because the whole base was trashed and the rails
arent fixed, the monorail derailed and they crashed...

Half an hour later...

Sonic: Uurgh... My head... Is everbody okay?!

They all let Sonic know that they are okay, but Rouge isnt responding...

Sonic: Rouge?!
Shadow: ROOOOOOOOUGE?!
Knuckles: ROUGE, GET YOUR FURRY BUTT DOWN HERE!!1

Nothing happends...

Knuckles: I could have sworn that would work...
Tails: Wait! Look over there!!

Rouge is just lying there, no lifesign or anything...

Knuckles: OH NOOOOO!1 ROUGE!!
Shadow: *sob sob*

Rouge: What wrong?
Knuckles: Well, your dead...
Rouge: No, I'm not...
Knuckles: OMG A GHOST OF ROUGE!!1

Rouge slaps Knuckles

Rouge: Nah, thats my stunt double...

Rouge pulls off the mask of the fake Rouge.
Rouge: Look, its Chris...
Sonic: So... Chris died...?
Rouge: Yeah...
Sonic: Lets have a minute of silence for Chris...

Shadow after 10 seconds: Ok lets go!
Sonic: Okay ^_^
Rouge: You were crying werent you?
Knuckles: Eeh.. Yeah, actually I did, I have my weaknesses you know...
Rouge: Your gay...
Knuckles: O_o

Sonic: Looks like we need to go on foot then...
Shadow: Aawh man... This just doesnt end!!

THE END!!1

Shadow: Finally
Author: Nope...

Shadow strangles author

To be continued!!1

10 - Chapter 10... Thou shall not go home...

Chapter 10: Thou shall not go home...

Shadow: So… Now what to do…?
Tails: I think we should go to Base 5, Its the teleporter hall...
Shadow: Is it far from here...?
Tails: Well, since were going on foot... Yes, it is far...
Shadow: I can get mad, but that wouldent help me...
Sonic: When is it over...? The horror just doesnt end...
Vector: Well, we'z gotta see's it from tha bright side yo...

All: What bright side?!!
Vector: Juzt think's about it. Chris finally kicked tha bucket..

All: True... ^_^
Vector: Aight, you'z gotta be cheered up yo! ^_^
Tails: Amy used to do that....
Sonic: What..?
Tails: Amy always cheered us up when things were looking bad.
Sonic: *sob sob*
Shadow: Aawh... Poor Sonic, here, let me help you ( gives hanky to Sonic )

Rouge whispers to Knuckles: Hey, I think Shadow has changed...
Knuckles: How come?
Rouge: He's acting nice...! O_o
Knuckles: Wont stay for long.
Rouge: Well... I dont know...
Knuckles: Wait... Check this out...

Knuckles shouts: HEY SHADOW!! DO YOU FANCY SONIC?!!1 ( laughs )
Shadow: WHAT?!!! DIE!!!11

Knuckles screams like a dog and hides behind Rouge.

Knuckles: Dont screw with me or Rouge will kick your @$$!!

Rouge steps aside.
Knuckles: Oh you dog...
Rouge grins... >=)

Shadow kicked the crap outta Knuckles. Knuckles is all bruised up

Knuckles: Rouge... Why the hell did you do that...?
Rouge: `Cause I was wrong about Shadow being nice and all...
Knuckles: dog...

Rouge kicked the crap outta Knuckles...

Sonic: Stop fooling around, we need to go...

There walking on, until Shadow is noticing something...

Shadow: Hey, look over there, its a kiosk!

All: *gasp!*

Shadow: Does anyone want something?
Sonic: Eeh... I'll have a Twix!
Tails: Me too!
Vector: I'z can use some Pimpjuice yo!
Shadow: And what about Espio...?
Espio: Uuuurgh....
Rouge: A Coke for me!
Knuckles: Bandages...
Shadow: Ok! ^_^

Shadow walks up to the counter, and there's a human zombie standing behind the counter.
Shadow doesnt know that its a zombie....

Zombie: Bleeeeeeeeergh!!

Shadow: Aah yes, I would like 2 Twix's, a Coke, a can of pimpjuice, bandages, and for me a large
popcorn.
Zombie: Blergh?
Shadow: No, no butter.
Zombie: Blergh blabla blergh uurgh…
Shadow: What?! Thats a ripoff!
Zombie: BLEERGH!!!
Shadow: Ok...

Shadow pays the nice zombie for the stuff. Shadow give all the goodies to his friends...

Rouge: Hey, Its a Dr. Pepper, I wanted a Coke!
Shadow: Oh, wait up.

Shadow goes back to counter.

Shadow: I asked for a coke, not for a Dr. Pepper!!
Zombie: Blergh?
Shadow: Gimme a Coke!!1
Zombie gives Shadow a Pepsi...
Shadow: DO'H!! I wanted a COKE!! COOOOOOOKE!!!
Zombie: Blergh bla blergh bluuuuuuuuuuurgh.

Zombie gives a bag of coke ( drugs )
Shadow: COCA COLA YOU RETARD!!!1

Zombie points at sign, “no refunds!”

Shadow: WHAT?!!! DIE!!!1
Zombie: Bleergh...

Shadow killed the zombie
Shadow: Sorry Rouge, no coke for you..
Rouge: ....
Rouge steals coca cola.

Sonic: Okaaaaaay.... Lets move on...
Shadow: Mweey Smonic! Mwanna have some Pwopcown?! ( talks with mouthfull )
Sonic: No thanks you Shadow ^_^
Rouge: There the best buds, what the hell! O_o

They all walk to the teleporter room. After a while, they finally got there...

Sonic: Ok guys, this is it, we're all going home! ^_^
Shadow: Yay for you!
Tails: Line up the Chaos Emeralds.

Chaos Emeralds are lined up, they are starting the teleporter...
Then a portal showed up.

Sonic: Shadow, would you take the honor?
Shadow: I'll be glad to! ^_^

Shadow runs through the portal.

Shadow: FREEEEDOM!!1 =D

But after a short periode Shadow is running out of the portal scared!

Rouge: Shadow! Whats wrong?!!
Shadow: Th.. T... The... Portal!! Eight-bit graphics!
Rouge: Huh...?
Shadow: I ended up in Super Mario Brothers!! Mario scared me!!
Tails: Wait... There's a Chaos Emerald missing!!

Everyone looking at Rouge...
Rouge: What...?
Sonic: Gimme that!

Rouge looks a bit sad.

Finally, the portal opens up again...

Sonic: Shadow, try now...

Shadow, still shocked from the previous experience...

Shadow: Okay... * eye twitches *

Shadow runs into portal again.

Suddenly he runs back scared again!

Shadow: RUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUN!!!
All: Run...?

Then suddenly a Hell's Guardian stept through the portal!
( Search on google if you want to know how it looks like )

Tails: OMG KILL HIM!!1
Shadow: HOW?!!1

To be continued!!
( Spoiler, I said in chapter 8 that there would be 2 left, its a spoiler that wasnt true ^_^ )

11 - Chapter 11... Unexpected Alliance

Part 11: Unexpected Alliance

Shadow: How come every time we're able to go home something bad happends...?
Sonic: Dont ask me, ask the author!
Shadow: Why?!! *sob sob*

Shadow gets a daydream.... again....

Maria: Shadow...
Shadow: What?!
Maria: Use your awesome power...
Shadow: What awesome power?
Maria: The power to be awesome...
Shadow: ... Huh...?
Maria: You always had it in you... But you never learned how to use it...
Shadow: Show me how to use it Maria...
Maria: Take a look at vector...
Shadow: Why...?
Maria: Do you know why Vector isnt hurt...?
Shadow: How come..?
Maria: It'z because he's gangsta yo'!

Shadow: Unleash my awesome awesomness power Maria...
Maria: Okidoki! ^_^

Back in real life...

Shadow: Yo' Vector!! WASSUP?!!1
Vector: I'm cool dawg, lets ice this mother, you'z down homes?!
Shadow: Aight!! I'm down ya'll!!1

Vector/Shadow: FUUUUUUUUUUSION....... HAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!1

Shadow and vector combined there power, molting together into one being.

All: What the hell...?!! O_o
Vecdow: I'z Vecdow ya'll....
Sonic: Vecdow... What kinda name is that?! Shator sounds better...
Vecdow: Lets pop this fool!1

Vecdow beats the crap out of the Hell's Guardian.

Sonic: Wow... Thats an anti-climax....
Rouge: Yup...
Knuckles: Fo' real...

Vector and Shadow lost there power. ( Just because okay? :P )

Shadow: He still aint dead!
Vector: Aight, its easy, just bore him to death with useless questions...
Shadow: Aight! ^_^

Shadow walks over to the Hell's guardian.

Shadow: Hmm... Lets see... Why does the sun sets?
Hell's Guardian: O_o
Shadow: How come I'm such a cool hedgehog? ^_^
Sonic: Hey... =(
Shadow: Why are some items in the game Sonic The Hedgehog hidden in tv's?
Hell's guardian: ~_~
Shadow: How come banana's are yellow and not pink?
Hell's Guardian: No... Please...
Shadow: If a hedgehog smells, can they use deoderent?
Rouge: That thing talks!1
Shadow: Why is Sonic affraid of water...? Wait, did he talked?!
Hell's Guardian: Yes I talked!!1

All: O_o
Shadow: How come you can talk?

Hell's Guardian: Well, the zombie's, hellknights and pinky's are stupid... I'm not, I'm a Guardian for crying
out loud!

Shadow: Okaaay... So... Why are you attackig us..?
Hell's Guardian: I wasn't!! I was checking out the party!
Shadow: What party...?
Hell's Guardian: Well, we were finally released from that hot place and we're broke our contract with our
boss, so we celebrated it, They all got drunk and killed people...

Shadow: Aah... Well, we killed them all! ^_^
Hell's Guardian: Except that one...

Some pinky demon is nibbeling on Espio

Sonic: Damn... How many times does Espio get bitten...?
Shadow: Eeh... Can you ask if he can stop nibbeling on Espio...?
Hell's Guardian: Sure! ^_^

Hell's Guardian is talking gibberish

Pinky goes away, looking a bit disappointed.

Espio is waking up...:
Shadow: Espio, you've got bitten again... *pulls up sedating rifle with medicine*
Espio: Shoot....

Shadow fires 40 darts on Espio's butt. Espio is knocked out again.

Sonic: So... Whats your name...?
Hell's Guardian: I'm Peaches! ^_^
Rouge: Right...
Shadow: So... Do you know how to get off this base?
Peaches: No, I'm sorry, I dont...
Sonic: Shoot, then all of this was for nothing...
Knuckles: Wait... Do you know where Amy and Charmy? Its a bee and a female hedgehog!

Peaches; Yeah, I've seen them...
Knuckles: Really?!! Are they okay?!
Peaches: Yeah, I saw them a few days ago. But they were not with you guys.
Knuckles: So... Where are they now?
Peaches: They both got transported back to there own world...

All: O_o
Sonic: What?!!
Peaches: Yeah...
Sonic: Explain!
Peaches: Well, when you left here alone and Charmy was knocked out by the bump, You guys were
moving on. Charmy eventually woke up and found Amy. They went accidently to the teleporter and was
transported to Earth.

Sonic: Wait... This earth...?
Peaches: Well, there's only one Earth...
Shadow: Ooooowh... nooo....
Peaches: What...?
Shadow: Thats what were trying to avoid the whole time... Being warped back to this Earth in Doom3....

Peaches: Huh... I dont understand...
Shadow: *Sigh...* Well, We came from a whole other dimension. We were warped into this game. So
this Earth is not the Earth were we came from...

Peaches: Aah... I see...
Sonic: So... Now what are gonna do?
Tails: Eeh... We need to go to this Earth... To save Amy and Charmy...
Sonic: aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH!! I wanna go home!!
Shadow: Aawh come on... Do we really need to save them... I mean...
Peaches: They are your friends...
Vector: Charmy'z just annoying yo...

Peaches: True friendship doesnt mean leave someone behind...
Sonic: *Sigh...* Aight... Lets go....
Shadow: Ok.. I''m down...
Peaches: I think I need to warn you guys though...
Sonic: Why...?

Peaches: The minions of hell are preparing an invasion on Earth's bottom... They are waiting for
someone to open up the portal so that they can escape.

Rouge: Well, who could be so stupid to open up the portals to hell-

.........................

All: CHARMY!!!!!!
Sonic: No time to wasted guys, if we wanna save them, we need to go now!!
Shadow: Probabley to late for that. We know how Charmy is.... Aah well...

Peaches: Ya'll be carefull now guys... Peace out....

Peaches vanished in smoke and fire...

Shadow: What the...?
Sonic: Nice little fella, I liked Peaches...
Rouge: Do we really need to save them...? I mean...
Knuckles: Yeah... I dont see why though....
Sonic: Just get going...
Knuckles: Its because you like her huh?
Sonic: No...
Knuckles: Whatever...
Shadow: *Sigh...* Here we go again....

To be continued!!

12 - Chapter 12... Its Chaos that keeps the world go ro

Part 12: Its Chaos that keeps the world go round…

*Incase you haven't noticed, this story is rated some violence and strong languages, so don't say I didn't
warned you! * ^_^

After Peaches vanished in smoke and fire, they decided to save Amy and Charmy…

Espio: I think we should go guys, to earth.
Shadow: Yeah, I think so too…
Rouge: … What…? Espio, you're awake?
Espio: Yup, those sedating darts don't have much effect anymore…
Tails: Aah.. Are you still dizzy or anything?
Espio: Nope ^_^

Shadows brings up the tranquilizer rifle and shoots a dart on Espio's butt.

Espio: AAH!! Why the HELL did you do that for?!!
Shadow: I felt like it! ^_^
Sonic: Ok, lets go guys…

They are lining up the Chaos Emeralds… The portal opens up…

Espio: Let me go first guys, I haven't seen any action since I got here…
*looking pissed at Shadow*

Shadow hides tranquilizer rifle behind his back and whistles

Espio: Ok… I'm running through the portal… one… two… three….

Espio's still standing, looking a bit worried…

Espio: Four… five… six… seven…. eight… nine…
Shadow: Ooh, for fracks sake!! *pushes Espio*
Espio: AAAAAAAAH!!1

Espio disappeared in the portal…

Shadow: I'll go next…

Eventually, everybody got through…

Sonic: Well, here we are, Earth!
Shadow: Yay…
Tails: So… Where are we…?
Shadow: Wow, some channels, and a bridge!

Rouge: Hey, here's a route description!
Sonic: We're in Amsterdam!!
Shadow: WHAT?!! Do you know what that means?!!
Knuckles: Red Light District, Coffeeshops?!! Oh boy. I'm so gonna get high!! ^_^
Shadow: No….
Knuckles: Aawh….
Sonic: Then what?
Shadow: We're on the other side of the world!!!
All: SO?!!
Shadow: Peaches didn't say anything about where they planning to invade!! So how the hell do we know
where they are?!!

Sonic: Good question…
Tails: Well… He did say that they are waiting for someone to open up the portal to Earth…

Shadow: So..? That still isn't useful…
Tails: No wait; it's because of that, I think we need to be on the UAC Space Corporation on earth.

Sonic: How to get there?
Tails: Warp back to the UAC Base on Mars, then we should use the regular transporter, which will warp
us to the UAC Base on Earth…

Sonic: I don't get it….
Tails: *Sigh…* There are 2 UAC bases: One on Mars, one on Earth. They use the UAC base on Earth to
get to Mars. They are being teleported there…

Sonic: How come the teleporters exist?!
Tails: HOW THE HELL SHOULD I KNOW, ITS THE FUTURE!!!!!!
Sonic: O_o
Shadow: Ok... CHAOS CONTROL!!!11

*zap*

Tails: Lets go to the entrance.
Shadow: Wait… Before we go, we need to stop by the Weapons Armory…
Vector: Aight!! We're gonna ice those fools!!
Espio: Fo' real!!

They are all heading back to the weapons armory…

Shadow: Ok guys, pick something!

Espio: Ooh… I like this one… *picks Katana sword*
Tails: Whoa!! A Glock 17!!
Sonic: Gimme that, you cant handle a gun yet!!
Knuckles: An M4 with M203 Grenade launcher!! *gasp*

Shadow: Hmm… I'll take the spas-12, the Berretta M9, the Barret M82A1 .50 cal sniper, a standard
combat knife, tactical gear, some frag grenades, the HK MP5, Styer Aug, two Desert Eagles, a TEC 9,

and maybe if there is still room an
AK-101…

All: ~_~
Shadow: What…? The AK-101 is a good rifle, Maria taught me to use it once!
Sonic: Make sure you've got enough ammo guys!
Knuckles: Rouge, wanna see my gun…? ^_^
Rouge: No… Wanna see mine?!
Knuckles: YEAH!!1
Rouge: It's a BFG! ^_^
Knuckles: BFG…?
Rouge: Big fracking gun! =D
Knuckles: O_o

( BFG is an actual weapon in Doom3 ) ^_^

Shadow: All done? Then lets move out…

They are walking to the teleporter room, until Sonic is seeing the vending machine again…

Sonic: Hey wait! *throws grenade at vending machine* *BOOM!!!* a lot of smoke and debris.

Sonic: Ha, you should have given my candy in chapter one!!
Vending machine is still standing. No scratch…

Sonic: Aawh…
Shadow: Stop wasting ammo!!

Everyone is looking at Shadow: All packed up, you can barely see his head…

Shadow: What, I come prepared!

After a few minutes they reached the teleporter.

Tails: Don't use the Emeralds, there useless now… Just stand in the blue circle, I'll do the rest…

Tails activates the teleporter, after a while, they are being zapped to Earth…

Shadow: Whoa!! That was cool!! DO IT AGAIN!!1
Tails: Guys…
Rouge: How can you walk, all strapped like that?
Tails: Guys…
Shadow: Cause I'm strong…
Tails: Guys…
Sonic: What?!
Tails: Some thing is looking very hungry at me…
Shadow: So what, just shoot it…

Tails: I'm not strapped!1
Shadow: Oowh… Ok, I'll shoot it.

*bang*

Shadow: First blood…. I love it… Lets go to the exit…

They got out of the base, and they are in the middle of the desert…

Shadow: Great…
Sonic sings: Just keep walking, Just keep walking, just keep walking, walking walking! ^_^

Shadow: Zip it…
Sonic: Ok…

After a while, they see a sign:

Sonic: Welcome to… Lake Minnesota…?
Shadow: A lake in the middle of a desert?
Sonic: Well, I don't know, it still doesn't look like its been attacked…

Then Tails showed up in a coach bus…

Sonic: TAILS!! YOU'RE THE MAN!!1

Tails: Thanks! ^_^ Its nice to here some compliments you know… Don't thank me all at once…
Shadow: Wait… H…Ho…How… Aah never mind, I'm not even asking how you got it…

Tails: Ok, hop in!

Sonic: Drive to the nearby town!
Tails: OKAY!!1

Finally, they got to a town…

Sonic: Hey look, a Kentucky Fried Chicken!!
Shadow: *Sigh…* Drive on Tails…
Sonic: NOOOO! PLEASE?!! IM SO HUNGRY!!!1
Shadow: No…
Sonic: Please…?
Shadow: No…
Sonic: Please…?
Shadow: ALLRIGHT BUT STOP WHINING!!1
Sonic: Yay!1

Sonic is going alone to the Kentucky fried, but no one is in there…
Sonic: Its deserted!! ='(
Shadow: Ok, drive on!!

As they drive through the town, they see that the whole town was in chaos, buildings on fire and stuff…

Tails: I think were to late… They already opened the gates….
Shadow: Shoot… So how are we supposed to find Charmy and Amy…?
Rouge: I don't know, I really have no clue…
Sonic: I think we should give up, its useless to search like this…
Shadow: Can't you've thought about that earlier…?
Sonic: Nope ^_^
Knuckles: You know what…?
All: What…?
Knuckles: Shadow can use Chaos Control to warp us back…
Sonic: You can do that…?
Shadow: Yeah…
Sonic: O_o YOU MEAN YOU COULD DO THAT THE WHOLE TIME BUT NEVER THOUGHT OF IT?!!!
Shadow: Yeah…
Sonic: Do'h….!!1
Shadow: Ok… I'll do it… CHAOS CONTROL!!1

*zap*

Sonic: Yay!! Home sweet home!!1
Shadow: Finally… I'm going to take a nap, cya later!

To be continued!!

13 - Chapter 13... Resurrection of evil…

Part 13… Resurrection of evil…

Sonic: So… Where back home, how's that?
Tails: Great! I'm gonna play Super Turbo Turkey puncher!! Cya!
Sonic: I'm glad the horror is over…
Amy: Sonic!!
Sonic: Well… Guess not…
Amy: Aren't you glad to see me…?
Sonic: We all thought you died on the base!
Amy: No…
Sonic: Then what happened…?
Amy: Well, after you left me all alone, Charmy found me. We were warped back to this place…
Sonic: Aah… So all that trouble we went through was for nothing…?
Amy: Yup…
Sonic: Then why this whole circus act?
Amy: Otherwise there wouldn't be a Sonic/Doom3 crossover story to entertain these nice people…

Sonic: Right… Lets make love…
Amy: really?!! =D
Sonic: No, now go away…
Amy: Aawh…

At Angel Island, Knuckles is watching over the Master Emerald again…

Rouge: What are you doing…?
Knuckles: Watching over the Master Emerald…
Rouge: Oh… Sounds boring…
Knuckles: It is…
Rouge: Okaaaaay…. I'm gonna steal some emeralds, cya later!!
Knuckles: Stupid bat…

At the Chaos Detective Agency…

Espio: I'm glad that's over…
Vector: Aight… We'z showed those fools yo!
Charmy: Hey guys!
Espio: Aren't you supposed to be dead?
Charmy: Nope! ^_^
Vector: …. Damn….
Charmy: So how was your trip to Mars?! ^_^
Espio: YOU WANNA KNOW HOW IT WAS?!! I'VE GOT SHOT MORE THEN 124 TIMES, GOT BITTEN
BY DEMONS ALL THE TIME, IT WAS HELL!! YOU HEAR ME?? HELL!!1
Charmy: That's nice ^_^
Espio: ~_~

Charmy: Hey, let's have a barbeque!!
Espio: Okay! =D
Vector: Aight! ^_^

There ringing the others on to invite them for the barbeque.

Knuckles: Yay! A barbeque!
Tails: I would like 4 hamburgers please! ^_^
Sonic: Spareribs!!1
Shadow: Potato-chips!!
Sonic: Hey Shadow, How come you're at the barbeque while don't even own a phone?

Shadow: Intuition!
Sonic: I see ^_^
Espio: You may consume your food, because its prepared!
All: Yay!

After a loud munching and some chewing sounds, they all got stuffed and Charmy decided to propose a
game to play!

Charmy: Hey! Lets play a game!
All: Naah…
Charmy: Shoot…
Shadow: I know, you count to 1 trillion, while we hide!

Charmy: Ok! ^_^

Fifty years later!

Charmy: Ha…! I've found you!

Shadow is still sitting, while the rest turned into skeletons!
( Shadow is immortal, remember? :P )

Shadow: Huh..?
Fifty years earlier! ( Shadow imagined it! )

Shadow: Naah, go play hide and seek on your own…

Charmy found the Chaos Emeralds, he hides them, while he's counting to too 10, cause he don't know
how to count to 11…

Charmy: Here I come! Ready or not!!

Charmy found all the Chaos Emeralds! ( how come? ) He lines them up. They all starts to shiver…

Charmy: Eehm… Guys… Something weird is happening!
Shadow: *Stuffing 4 hambugers* Mwhat?! I'm Mweating!!

Sonic: OMG!! CHECK OUT THE CHAOS EMERALDS!!1
Shadow: Huh…? *turns head and spits his burgers out*
Shadow: CHARMY NOOOOOOOOOOOOO!! REMOVE THEM, REMOVE THECharmy: What…?

A portal opens up, then the minions of hell are invading…. ( a bit of an b-type action, don't you think…? )
Anyway, they are invading! O_o A few pinky demons, hellknights, cherubs and some IMPs…

Sonic: How come Chaos Emeralds are able to create portals out of nothing…?
Knuckles: Aaawh… Not again!!1
Espio: Aah the hell with this!! I'm not gonna get bitten again!!1
Shadow: REMOVE THE CHAOS EMERALDS!!1 OTHERWISE THE PORTAL STAYS OPEN!!!

Charmy kicks one Chaos Emerald.

Shadow: DO'H!! Sonic, Gimme me a hand!
Sonic: Sure buddy!! ^_^

All those demons are trying to attack…

Shadow: Sonic!! Watch out!!1
Sonic: AARGH!1

Sonic was grabbed by a HellKnight, and he was smashed into a wall…

Shadow: NOOOOOOOO!1

Shadow puts up his tactical gear and arsenal which he stole from the UAC Base on Mars! They all
prepare for battle!

Vector: Aight, Lets finish this once and for all!!
Shadow: Lets go…

A fierce battle began… The minions from hell keeps on coming until Rouge managed to closed the portal,
but a hellknight got stuck between it while she closed the portal.

Shadow: Frag out!! ( means, grenade, watch out ^_^ )
BOOOM!!

Shadow is furious, and shoots everything higher then 1.50 meters.

Vector: Yo dawg! I'm out of clips yo!
Shadow: I've got two left!!
Vector: Pass me one yo!

Knuckles: Espio!! GET YOUR @$$ OVER HERE AND START FIGHTING!!1
Espio: Hell NO!! I'm not gonna get bitten again!! *hides under table*
Knuckles: Watch it!! There's one coming for you!!

Espio: EEEK!!! GIMME A RIFLE!!

Espio turns invisible so that the pink demon cant see him…

Pinky demon: O_o ??
Espio: Bang!! You're dead!!1
Pinky demon: -_- ….
Espio: What the… KNUCKLES!! YOU GAVE ME THE TRANQUILIZER RIFLE!!1
Knuckles: Whoops, my bad!
Espio: Never mind… I'll use my awesome ninja skills…

Espio is making some ninja sounds while the rest is trying to kill those other demons…

Espio: JUDO CHOP!!1 *chops demon in half* H…He… HEY! I GOT ONE!!! ^_^ =D
Knuckles: GET SOME MORE!!1

Shadow: AAAAAH!1
Espio: What?!!
Shadow: I've got bitten, damn that hurts!!1
Espio: Haha ^_^

Pinky demon is panting at Rouge's boobs….

Rouge: HIYAAAAA!!1 *kicks demon of the island…*

Eventually, all the demons are dead…

Knuckles: How's Sonic?
Shadow: He doesn't look to good…
Sonic: HJeey Shjadows… Hjeey Knjuckles… Is the invashion ovejr?
Knuckles: Yup! ^_^
Sonic: Shjoot… They shjould killed you too Knjuckles! You'j a duckhead! ^_^

Knuckles punches Sonic in the face, Sonic passes out…

Espio: Hey! ^_^ You've got bitten! Let me help you… *pulls up tranquilizer gun*
Shadow: OH NO YOU WONT!!!1

Espio shoots him 40 times!
Shadow: Aawh… You dickhead! That's… Because… You are one… You have a dick on your head…..

Espio is looking at his horn… Then shoot Shadow even more… Shadow passes out…

Espio: Always wanted to do that… ^_^
Rouge: Right… But who is cleaning up this mess…?
Knuckles: Tails should do it, he didn't do anything while we were attacked!
Tails: What..?

Knuckles: YOU KEPT ON EATING WHILE WE WERE ATTACKED!!!
Tails: Yeah, otherwise it got cold, you know…
Knuckles: O_o

Shadow's eventually waking up…
Shadow: Where am I? Who am I? WHY am I? AND WHO THE HELL ARE YOU GUYS?!!

Espio slaps Shadow

Shadow: What was that for?!!
Espio: You had an identity crisis!
Shadow: No I didn't!!
Espio: Yes you did!
Shadow: DIIIIIEEEEE!!!1

Espio runs for his life while Shadow is chasing him…

Sonic: BOOO!!
All: ~_~
Sonic: Scared ya, didn't I?
All: Ooh Sonic! ^_^ you stupid hedgehog…
Sonic: Aaawh…

They all headed home, because tomorrow they would redo the barbeque. Without Charmy…

To be continued!1
Still one left!!

14 - Chapter 14... The horror ends...

Part 14: The horror ends…

The day after the invasion…

Sonic shout through window: Good morning everybody!! ^_^
Knuckles from angel island: SHUT THE HELL UP!!1
Sonic: Morning Shadow! ^_^
Shadow: `Sup!
Sonic: What are you doing…?
Shadow: Storing my weapons on alphabetic order…
Sonic: Aah… So… It was quite an adventure huh…?
Shadow: Yup…
Sonic: We've showed them!
Shadow: Yup…
Sonic: Ok, I get the hint, I'm of for some breakfast
Shadow: Yup…

Sonic walks on…

Tails: Yo Sonic!

Sonic: Tails! What are you doing…?
Tails: Cleaning up the mess from yesterday…
Sonic: Why…?
Sonic: Knuckles told me to do it…
Sonic: I see, need a hand?
Tails: Well, I can use some heSonic: Are you sure you don't need any help? Oh ok, I'm gonna have some breakfast! Cya! *Runs off*
Tails: *Sigh…*

Sonic is walking on, to the Chaos Detecive Agency…

Sonic: Yo ESPIO!1 Wanna have some breakfast…?
Sonic: Espio…? …………….Espio……….?

Sonic is walking to the back of the building, he sees Espio sitting on the ground.

Sonic: ESPIO!! Wanna have some breakfast…?
Espio is humming: Hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm…….. Hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm…
Sonic: ESPIO!!!!1 *screams like a girl*
Espio: Damnit Sonic!! Don't interrupt me while I'm meditating!!
Sonic: But I thoughtEspio: I DON'T GIVE A shoot!!1
Sonic: But…-

Espio: SONIC!! YOU'RE MESSING WITH MY DELICATE ENERGY FIELD OK?!!
ITS BAD KARMA!!!!!!

Sonic: O_o

A few seconds later…

Espio: Ok, I'm done, lets have some chow! ^_^
Sonic: Allright!!

Then later the others are coming too to have some breakfast… Except Tails, cause he still is cleaning up
the mess…

Shadow: *Yawns* `Sup… What's for breakfast?
Espio: Sushi with Wasabi! ^_^
Shadow: Wasabi…? What the hell, you cant eat that for breakfast!
Espio: What do you mean?! ^_^ *stuffs face with sushi and wasabi*
Shadow: Eew… Wait, I still have some popcorn left from that kiosk! ^_^

Sonic: Ok… I'll just cook some eggs….
Knuckles: Can you bake 2 eggs…? No broken egg yokes please…
Sonic: Why?
Knuckles: Cause they look like boobies when its not broken…
Sonic: Aah… You pervert….

After a while, Sonic hands Knuckles eggs…

Knuckles: Thanks! ^_^
Sonic: Hey look!! Eggman is still alive! He's going to that Chaos Emeralds Machine Thingy again!! OMG
HE'S GONNA DESTROY THE WORLD!!1

Shadow: *gasp!!*
Eggman: Mwuahahahaha!!! I'M GONNA DESTROY THE WORLD!!
Sonic: We have to do something!!

Shadow: ………………………………………………………… Naaah!! Go ahead, let him destroy the world, I hop
the Doom3 world!! ^_^

Sonic: Aight! ^_^
Rouge: Morning… *yawn*
Knuckles: Ellow! ^_^
Vector: Morning…
Sonic: You guys want anything…?
Vector: Sure, I would like some baked sausages with beans and toast… And coffee! ^_^

Rouge: I'll just want a coffee…
Sonic: Ok well, the kitchen is there! ^_^ *points to kitchen*

Rouge slaps Sonic

Rouge is having some coffee, while they discuss the whole incident that happened…

Knuckles: You know… It was different, maybe we should do that more often…
All: O_o

Everybody slaps Knuckles
Shadow: I like the guns… But next time I wanna fight the robots instead fighting demons from hell…

Sonic: True… True…
Rouge: I still feel kind a sad for Chris though…
All: Why..?
Rouge: Well, he's a good kid, he did nothing wrong. though he still died in that weird monorail accident…

Sonic: Yeah… AND… He saved my life once…
Knuckles: Provided us shelter…
Shadow: Kept me company…
Tails: I was allowed to use his garage to build the Tornado X…..
Sonic: Get back outside! Clean up that mess!
Tails: Ok….

Vector: But… He was annoying…
All: True…
Rouge: I still think it shouldn't be happening to him…
Knuckles: Well, you're the one who hired him as a stunt double…

Rouge: Oh yeah…
Sonic: Aah well, everything ended allright… We're all save and sound…
Shadow: I think… This is just the beginning…
Sonic: What?!
Shadow: Nothing, I was being dramatic! ^_^
All: Oowh Shadow! You silly hedgehog!

Back at the UAC Base in Mars, some mysterious stranger is standing next to Chris's dead body….

Stranger: Rise… There shall be no death for you…

Chris's eyes are suddenly open with a red glare in them…

Stranger: They all laughed at you… They all made fun of you… Join my alliance to crush them… And
together we shall rule in hell….

Chris stands up, says nothing, and is walking with the stranger… They eventually disappear in to thin air…

*Yeah, the story is ended…*

Funfacts:

#1: The whole story is based on Doom3, Allthough its not the exact storyline, some things are mentioned
in the game. Most of the things I made up, as I went further in the story.

#2: Super Turbo Turkey Puncher is an arcade game that is mentioned in Doom3, I liked the name, so…
there…

#3: Originally, this story was intended to create a flash movie out of it. An animator asked if I could
create a story that was based on Doom3, and this is what came up. It was eventually rejected because
he already found a story. I didn't do anything with it, until I saw that it was possible on FAC to put up
some story's… And I did…

#4: I tried to keep the story funny, yet a bit suspension should be in it. Because after all, Doom3 is a
horror game…

#5: Maybe a sequel is popping up, but I'm not sure…

#6: I kept the story random, I don't know why, but I LMAO'd the whole time when I was writing his story…
( I've got a stupid sense of humor…)

Hope you liked it…
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